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This research was an attempt to find the relationship between English discourse markers and their Farsi translations. It was conducted in order to find out whether DMs translations completely demonstrate source texts orientation and to what extent DMs translations are functionally appropriate compared to the original text? Six instruments were used. Three of them were the original English books and the other three were their translations. Ten pages from each original book were randomly selected. Then they were compared to their translations by the researcher and two translation teachers according to Farahzad's (1992) scale. The results of the study showed that there is a high degree of relationship between English DMs and their Persian counterparts; however, there is not a 1:1 translation about DMs. It can be also said that Persian translations are, functionally and almost totally, appropriate, compared to the original texts.
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In discourse analysis, a discourse marker is a word or phrase that marks a boundary in a discourse. Many linguists have defined DMs on their own accord. As a result, definitions for DMs are quite different from each other. However, Fraser (1999:946-950) defines discourse markers as a pragmatic class, lexical expressions drawn primarily from the syntactic classes of conjunctions, adverbials, and prepositional phrases. With certain exceptions, they signal a relationship between the interpretation of the segment they introduce, S2, and the prior segment, S1. They have a core meaning which is procedural, not conceptual, and their more specific interpretation is negotiated by the context, both linguistic and conceptual. It has become clear that an important property of DMs is their flexibility and multi functionality, and one of the problems that led to the current study was disability of some students in distinguishing the exact intention of the writers when they use some complicated DMs like in any event, alternatively, nevertheless, frankly speaking, ultimately, conversely, so and so, etc. It is equally clear that DMs need to be analyzed from many different perspectives. Because a DM is multifunctional, context dependent, and realizable in many forms, it is sometimes hard to identify, classify, and distinguish from the subject matter. Also, there seems to be little agreement on what to call this phenomenon. This study investigates DMs and how they are dealt with in translation. It will focus on the value of the functionality of DMs within applied linguistic texts. The rationale for this study is that the knowledge of discourse markers is helpful in developing language abilities, and lack of it leads to a weak, awkward performance in all language skills. The knowledge of DMs leads to more effective, efficient speaking and listening, writing and reading/interpreting, and critical thinking. This knowledge is also important for literature teachers because by analyzing them, writing teachers can learn new rhetorical devices for persuasion. Similarly, it is of benefit for reading teachers because it provides benefits for readers: sources for ideas, summaries of thought process, organization of texts, transitions, relation of part to the whole, involvement
with and support for the author who cares deeply about the text and the reader, and involvement with the text. This study is also intended to help translators and translation students to know more about the occurrence of some language phenomena of languages understanding in translation so that they can be aware of them in decision making, paraphrasing, and contribute a model of translation study. Since DMs are a functional, rather than lexical category, they cannot be translated based on the meaning of the word. Therefore, some other method for translating them must be found. DMs must be understood in terms of their function within a discourse, so the pragmatic value, rather than the lexical meaning of the word, is translated.

Functions of DMs

It has been frequently observed that discourse markers tend to be multifunctional. DMs come from all different categories of speech. Some of them are imperative verb forms (look!), others are conjunctions (and, but) or filler words (uhh...), etc. These formally identical counterparts are not used as markers, nor do they contribute to the propositional content of the utterance. This shows that when a discourse marker is used, it no longer carries the lexical meaning of the original word. Many discourse markers have a real lexical meaning, which is not the same as the DM functionality of the word. Thus, a translator must understand the difference and strive to translate not just the lexical meaning, but the conversational impact of the DM phrase or discourse. Most researchers agree that the use of DMs facilitates the readers' task on the writers' utterances. Writers use text connectors to guide readers through making the text more cohesive. They refer to items, particularly conjunctions that help readers to interpret pragmatic connection between ideas by signaling additive, resultative, contrastive, and temporal relations in the writers' thinking. The frequent use of text connectors in English texts can be a sign of a writer- responsible rhetoric. That is, an English writer provides statements and clues in the texts so that the reader
can piece together the logic that binds the discourse together. There are two basic frameworks which look at DMs from different perspectives but eventually come to very similar conclusions: Coherence Theory and Relevance Theory. The first group includes researchers who adopt a coherence-based account. The main figures of this group are Schiffrin (1987), Fraser (1988, 1990, 1999, 2004), Redeker (1990), Zwicky (1985) and Giora (1997, 1998). The second includes the researchers who base their study and analysis of DMs on Sperber and Wilson’s (1993) relevance theory. This group includes Blakemore (1987, 1992, 2002), Regina Blass (1990), Corrine Iten (1998), and Sperber and Wilson (1993). Coherence proponents argue that DMs are linguistic elements that contribute to the coherence of discourse by encoding cohesive relationships between discourse units. Relevance theorists argue that DMs encode cognitive (procedural) information which controls the relevance relations between discourse units by constraining the choice of contextual information under which an utterance is relevant.

Fraser's Model as the Original Texts Framework

This study draws on one of the coherence-based approaches to DMs, namely Fraser's. Fraser (1999, and 2004) proposes a comprehensive functional model for DMs. There are four reasons that show why I have selected coherence-based approach (Fraser’s works) as my framework: (1) lexical devices were the most frequently used in these texts, followed by conjunctions and reference devices. (2) Fraser’s work relies almost only on written discourse and my research is related to written discourse (3) this model offers a theory of DMs to show the relevance of this theory to students, academic and language teachers. (4) it offers a more comprehensive categorization of DMs suitable for the present study. The main categories are:
## Contrastive Markers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Contrast</td>
<td>However, Nevertheless, Mind you, Yet, Still/In spite of, Conversely, In contrast/In contrast to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concession and Counter Argument</td>
<td>It is true, Of course, If, May, But, However, Even so, Nevertheless, Nonetheless, All the same, Still</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contradicting</td>
<td>On the contrary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing Contrasting Points</td>
<td>While, On the other hand, Whereas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal of Previous Discourse</td>
<td>Any way, At least, At any rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Focusing and linking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity</th>
<th>With reference to, Speaking/Talking of/ about, Regarding, As regard to, with respect to, In regard to, As to, As for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change of Subject</td>
<td>Similarly, In the same way, Likewise, By the same token, Likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structuring</td>
<td>By the way, Incidentally, Right, Now, O.K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Structuring

| Adding                         | More ever, Furthermore, In addition, As well as that, On top of that, Another thing, What is more, Besides, In any case, Also |
| Generalizing                  | On the whole, In general, In all/most/ many/some cases, Broadly speaking, By and large, To a great extent, Apart from, Except for… |

### Elaborative Markers

| Logical Consequence           | Thus, Hence, Accordingly, Therefore, As a result, Consequently, So, Then, That’s why, so as |
| Exemplification               | For instance, For example, In particular, Such as, e.g.                                                             |
| Making Thing clear/ Softening and Correcting | I mean, Actually, That is to say, In other words, I think, I feel, I reckon, I guess, In any view/opinion, Apparently, So to speak, More or less, Sort of, Kind of, obviously, Well, Really, At least, I am afraid, I suppose |
| Gaining Time                  | Let me see, Let’s see, Well, You know, I don’t know, I mean, Kind of, Sort of                                        |

### Showing One’s Attitude to What One Is Saying

| Honestly, Frankly, No doubt  |

### Requesting

| After all, Look all, No doubt |

### Referring to the Other Person’s Expectations

| Actually, In fact, As a matter of fact, To tell the truth, Well |

### Summing Up

| In conclusion, To sum up, Briefly, In brief, In short, In summar |
Translation Studies

Translation in a very general and non–technical sense is the transfer of meaning from one language to another. Some scholars like Savory (1957) believe that translating is an art, not a science. The process of translating was traditionally described as an "art" (Savory, 1957), and a "craft" (Jacobsen, 1958), and later, as a "science". Even some other theorists consider it "in between", i.e., neither a "creative art" nor an "imitative art" (Frenz, 1961).

Types of Translation

"Absolute translation" is a kind of translation in which the whole of ST is transferred into TL, with no alteration to the content or the form of the original document. Clearly, there are constraints on this type of translation, and if the “quantity of information” and “quality of communication” are to be retained in this way, there can be no technical or linguistic variation from the original text, and all terminology must be exactly as in ST, Gouadec (1989:28). “Adaptation” is traditionally used to refer to any TT in which a particularly free translation strategy has been adopted. Nida & Taber (1969/1982: 134) equated adaptation with cultural translation; thus, for them—who are writing about Bible translation, adaptation cannot be considered faithful. Rado (1979: 192) characterized adaptation not as ‘real’ translation at all. Nord (1991: 29-30) viewed adaptation as a relative quantity reflecting a translation’s skopos; according to her, any translation will be characterized by the relative proportion (or percentage) of adaptation which it contains. Approaching the subject from a different angle, Bassnett (1980/1991: 78-79) writing about literary translation, observes that much time and ink has been wasted ‘attempting to differentiate between translations, versions, adaptations and the establishment of a hierarchy of ‘correctness’ between these categories’; she argues that the reason for this is that the text has been perceived as ‘an object that should only produce a single invariant reading’, so that ‘any deviation’ on the part of the reader/translator will be judged as a transgression’. Like Bassnett, Toury (1995: 31) also views the phenomenon form a
non–normative perspective; he thus sees prescriptive comments like those cited above - examples of ‘a priori, and hence non–cultural and historical’ distinctions which can be imposed on translation. Another descriptive approach, this time concerned with how literary systems develop, sees adaptation simply as one of a number of different types of rewriting. Vinay and Darbelnet (1958: 46-47 /1995: 31) also use ‘adaptation’ to refer to one of seven translation procedures. Adaptation is described as a type of oblique translation, which means that it does not rely on the existence of structural and conceptual parallels between SL and TL. House (1977: 188) introduces two types of translation models known as “covert and overt translation”. The purpose of covert translation is to produce a TT which is “as immediately and “originally” relevant as it is for the source language addressees”. The second model of translation stated by House (1997: 189) is known as “overt translation”. According to her model, some STs have “independent status” in the source culture. This means that they are in some way inextricably linked to the community and culture, being specifically directed at SL addressees. In order to translate such STs appropriately, it is necessary to produce an overt translation, or in which “the target addressees are quite “overtly” not being directly addressed”. Consequently, in the production of such a TT no attempt is made to produce a “second original”: an overt translation “must overtly be translation” (1997: 189). Hatim & Mason (1990: 3) brought forth another approach in translation which is known as “communicative translation”. This type of translation touches on any approach which views translation as a “communicative process which takes place within a social context”. Obviously, all approaches will to some extent consider translation as communication; however, as so-called communicative translation will typically be generally oriented towards the needs of the TL reader or recipient. Thus, for example, a translator who is translating communicatively will treat ST as a message rather than a mere string of linguistic units, and will be concerned to preserve ST’s original function and to produce its effect on the new audience. In other words, a communicative translation is one which contrasts with, for example, interlinear
translation, literal translation or word-for-word translation in that it treats the ST wording as merely one of a number of factors which need to be born in mind by the translator.

Translation Quality Assessment

Translation assessment is usually subjective, not objective. But this subjective approach cannot be used by the teacher of translation who has to evaluate and score students' work on the basis of concrete criteria during a course and at the finals. Nord (1991) assumes that assessment is a matter of grading errors, and she suggests a hierarchy of errors dependent on the text function. In translation quality, it is important to know what good translation is and what the criteria are to say that one target text is good translation compared to another bad or poor one. We should first know what the good test for translation quality assessment is. The good test should be reliable, valid, objective and practical.

Farahzad's Translation Quality Assessment

Farahzad proposes two models for testing translation: limited-response and controlled free-response. Farahzad (1992: 274) mentions that in controlled free-response when examinees are to translate a text, their choice of words, the style of discourse they adapt, the grammatical and lexical adjustments they make, and the syntactic patterns they employ are all bound to the source text, which thus controls their response. According to Farahzad (ibid), as far as scoring method is concerned, two main features should be checked for each unit of translation, namely accuracy and appropriateness. She presupposes a careful examination of the target language translation. The target text must be read two times, first to check the accuracy and appropriateness, then for cohesion and style. In checking for accuracy and appropriateness, the sentence and clause should be the unit of translation.
Research Questions and Hypotheses

Q1- Do DMs translations into Persian completely demonstrate source texts orientation?
Q2- To what extent are DMs translations, functionally, appropriate compared to the original texts?

Based on the above-mentioned research questions, two null hypotheses were formed as the following:

H01: DMs translations into Persian do not completely demonstrate source texts orientation.
H02: DMs translations functionally are not totally appropriate, compared to the original texts.

Method

Instrumentation

Six books were used in this study. Three of them were the original English books and the other three were their translations. The selected original books were The Study of Language written by George Yule translated by Ali Bahrami; Principles of Language Learning and Teaching by H. Douglas Brown translated by Mansour Fahim; and Developing Second Language Skills: Theory and Practice by Kenneth Chastain translated by Mahmud Noormohammadi.

Procedure

Ten pages from each original book were randomly selected. First the discourse markers of the original texts were identified and classified according to Fraser's model; then they were introduced to translation teachers who were the evaluators of the translated texts, by the researcher. After their occurrences in the original texts were compared to their translations, the translated texts were evaluated by the three experienced teachers (the researcher and
two translation teachers) for their reliability according to Farahzad's (1992) scale.

Data Collection

Six applied linguistics books were selected (three of them were the originals and three were their translations). After we selected the texts and compared them with their translations, the statistical data for analyzing the results of this research were provided. Thus, the results of these assessments were the data of the study.

Data Analysis

In this part, the translators will be examined in order to find out how, and to what extent, they have translated the DMs of the original texts appropriately. The data that we will be working on relates to the sentences of both the original and translated texts. We will use the pattern discovered in these translations in order to find out the attention that had to be given them in translation, and the difference between them in meaning within a discourse, which must be considered. In doing so, the data analysis was performed. The data were transferred to the data base and a data sheet was extracted. Finally, the results were compared to reach a conclusion. Following are the texts:

*The Study of Language by George Yule, Translated by Ali Bahrami*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMs</th>
<th>Original text page no.</th>
<th>Translated text page no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>usually</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probably</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usually</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typically</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifically</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They are usually treated as part of pictorial art.
Usually is a kind of elaborative marker. It functions as a discourse adverbial which emphasizes the way that most often happens. But it has not been translated at all.

When some of the 'pictures' came to represent particular images in a consistent way, we can begin to describe the product as a form of picture-writing, or pictogram.

When has been translated as a kind of contrastive marker. However, its function in the original text is to show a logical consequence. Therefore, the translation of this DM does not show the original text message.

We can be more confident that the symbol is probably being used to represent words in a language.

Probably is a kind of elaborative marker. It is a kind of discourse adverbial which shows the level of possibility of something happening. This DM has been omitted in the translated text. Thus, the translated text does not give the same sense of the original text message.

The first to appear is usually the –ing form in expressions such as cat sitting and mommy reading book.

Currently, one of the most popular ways to represent the meaning of the word is through the use of pictograms. Pictograms, which were once used in ancient civilizations, have been revived in modern times to help individuals who are visually impaired communicate more effectively. In this paper, we will explore the use of pictograms in various contexts and discuss their potential for further development.

Pictograms are a form of visual expression that uses simple, symbolic representations to convey meaning. They are often used in a variety of settings, including sign language, educational materials, and public signage. Pictograms can be divided into two main categories: Abstract pictograms and Concrete pictograms.

Abstract pictograms are those that represent concepts or ideas rather than physical objects. They are often used to represent abstract concepts such as time, space, and relationships. Concrete pictograms, on the other hand, represent physical objects and are used to convey specific meanings.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the use of pictograms in education. Pictograms can be used to help individuals who are visually impaired learn new skills and concepts. They can also be used to make learning materials more accessible to individuals of all abilities.

One of the most important aspects of using pictograms is their ability to convey meaning without the need for written language. This can be particularly useful in contexts where individuals may not speak the same language or where there is a lack of written language.

In conclusion, pictograms are a versatile and effective way to represent meaning visually. They are particularly useful in contexts where individuals may not have access to written language. As technology continues to evolve, the potential for further development of pictograms in education and other areas is immense.
However, they do **typically** precede the appearance of the –ed inflection.

Typically is a kind of elaborative marker in the original text. It functions in this sentence as a discourse adverbial which shows all the characteristics that you would expect from the stated person or thing. It has been translated as "generally" in this sentence. Thus, the translation of this DM does not show the original text message.

One child, **specifically** asked to repeat what she heard.

Specifically is a kind of elaborative marker. It functions as a discourse adverbial is that it shows one thing and not others. However, it has not been translated in this sentence. Thus, the translated text does not show the original text message.

In the selected ten pages of the original book there were 188 DMs;

- 10 of DMs in translated text (5.5%) did not show the original text message.
- 12 of DMs (6.5%) were omitted in translation.
- 88% of DMs were translated accurately

Figure 1 shows the statistics.
Chomsky (1965) similarly claimed the existence of innate properties of language to explain the child's mastery of a native language in such a short time despite the highly abstract nature of the rules of language.

Similarly is a kind of elaborative marker. It shows the similarities of something to the related part and when things look
or are the same. Here it has not been translated at all. So, the translation of this DM does not show the original text message.

Then children will often perceive another connection, the regular-\textit{ed} suffix attached to a verb, and start using the word \textit{goed}.

\textit{Then} is a kind of contrast. It functions as a logical consequence that shows the result of something. However, in the translated text this DM has been omitted. Thus, the translation does not give the same sense of the original text message.

The construction of a number of potential properties of Universal Grammar, through which we can better understand not just language acquisition but the nature of human language in general.

\textit{But} is a kind of contrastive marker. It shows the concession and counter argument. The translation of this DM does not show the original text message. So, it is functionally inappropriate.

Researchers expanded the LAD notion by positing a system of universal linguistic rules that went well beyond what was originally proposed for the LAD.

\textit{originally} is a kind of temporal marker. It is a kind of discourse adverbial that shows the earliest form of something. But it has not been translated in this sentence. Therefore, the translated text does not show the original text message.
A simple analogy to music may further illustrate this complex notion.

Further is a kind of elaborative marker. Its function is to emphasize on a greater distance or degree; at a more advanced level. But it has not been translated in this sentence. So the translated text does not show the original text message.

In the selected ten pages of the original book there were 151 DMs:
- 8 of DMs in translated text (5.5%) did not show the original text message.
- 10 of DMs (6.5%) were omitted in translation.
- 88% of DMs were translated accurately.

Figure 2 shows the statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMs</th>
<th>Original text page no.</th>
<th>Translated text page no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in fact</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One initial step is to discuss with them the concept of learning strategies and to examine the differences between those strategies followed by successful and unsuccessful students.

In fact, one of the most frustrating situations with which teachers have to deal is that of a bright student who is receiving good grades in all other subjects but doing poorly in the language class.

Language is closely associated with personal identity and belonging.
Language teachers often use the word reading to refer to two entirely different processes.

Entirely is a kind of elaborative marker. It emphasizes the extent which is the whole or complete, with nothing missing. This DM has not been translated at all. It is, functionally, inappropriate and does not give the same sense as the original text message.

In the selected ten pages of the original book there were 163 DMs;

- 10 of DMs in translated text (6%) did not show the original text message.
- 20 of DMs (12.25%) were omitted in translation.
- 81.75% of DMs were translated accurately.

Figure 3 shows the statistics

Results and Discussion
In order to find the answer to the first research question, *Do DMs translations into Persian completely demonstrate source text orientations?*, the statistical analysis which was conducted on the basis of translated texts evaluation shows that about 90% of DMs were translated accurately. It was concluded that there is a significant relationship between the DMs of English language and their translation in the Persian language. This result indicates that the translation of DMs is strongly associated with their source formation. Although it was concluded that there is a significant relationship between DMs of the source text and the translated text, we cannot say that there is a 1:1 translation about DMs. As Shäffner (1998: 4) believes the textual profile of the target text is determined by its function, and whether this is or is not similar to the textual profile of the source text can only be established through systematic translatorial analysis. The translator, as an expert communicator, is at the crucial center of a long chain of communication from the original initiator to the ultimate receiver of the message, and is thus situated within the wider social context.

In order to find the answer to the second research question, *To what extent are DMs translations functionally appropriate, compared to the original texts?*, although there is a significant relationship between DMs of the source text and the translated text, we cannot say that all of the DMs of the source texts have been translated totally and accurately. Reiss (2000: 11) believes that a translation may sound natural and read like ‘an original’ in the target language, but it may not read like ‘the original’ in the source language. It was concluded that both languages have their own DMs which are separate from the propositional content of the sentences that are detachable and have core meanings. One cannot expect to do research in this area to any degree of subtlety unless the researcher is the native speaker of the language being examined and the data is naturally occurring discourse. This means the native speakers of a language must develop an emic analysis based on naturally occurring discourse meaningful to the native speakers of that language. Let us assume that we have such an emic analysis of Lalong the lines of English analysis that now exists and that we do not contest the quality of analysis. We still
cannot consider a complete meaningful comparison, since the term of analysis in each case English and L are language specific. For example in English there is a set of contrastive discourse markers (e.g but, conversely, however, in contrast, rather, still, yet). But there is no priori reason to assume that L will have a similar set of markers, all of which signal the same sort of contrastiveness that we find in English. What needs to be done (as in the case for all comparative work), is to develop an etic framework within which the concept for all languages can be accounted for, much as has been done in contemporary phonology, only then will it be possible to make a meaningful comparison of English and L in the area of discourse markers. Developing this etic framework in the pragmatic area is no mean feat as anyone who has attempted it will be attested. It is, however, necessary if you are to make progress in understanding how a language is compared in pragmatic area and more practically if we are to inform language teaching materials with accurate information about the use of DMs in the new language. So DMs must be carefully considered when doing a translation. A bad or poor translation will feel wooden in the recipient language. If they are well considered they create a translation with a strong original style, including aspects of both the recipient language and the previous language. They must be translated in a variety of ways, taking into account context and the original text itself. According to Bazzanella (1999),"The elimination of discourse markers does not affect the semantic level of speech; however, in paraphrasing, the emotional and interactive value of discourse is lost". Although some DMs can be translated based on their lexical value, others have a variety of uses or language specific uses to which a translator must be sensitive.
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بررسی مقایسه‌ای نشانگرهاي کلام در متن زبانشناسی کاربردي و متن ترجمه‌شده

بهرام بهين
دانشگاه شهيد مدنی آذربایجان غلامرضا عابدینی بناب
دانشگاه آزاد اسلامی واحد مراغه
مهايت چهري
دانشگاه آزاد اسلامی واحد تبريز

مطالعه حاضر در صدد بررسی رابطه بين نشانگرهاي کلام متن زبانشناسي کاربردي در زبان انگليسي با ترجمه‌ي آنهاست. اين تحقیق مي‌كرد تا روشن مي کند كه آيا ترجمه‌ي نشانگرهاي کلام صد درصد كارکرد و كارايي خود را همانند متن اصلي نشان مي‌دهند و همچنين تا چه حد، اين متن ترجمه شده كارکرد و كارايي متن اصلي را حفظ كرده اند. به همين منظور شش كتاب، كه سه مورد كتایه‌ای اصلي و سه مورد دیگر، ترجمه‌ي همان كتایه‌است، مورد استفاده قرار گرفتند. از هر كتاب اصلي ده صفحه بصورة اتفاقی انتخاب شد. بعد از شناسالي نشانگرهاي کلام در متن اصلي كارکرد آنها در مقایسه با متن ترجمه شده، توسط محقق و دو مترجم ديگر، با معیار ارزیابي ترجمه‌ي (1992) دکتر فرحزاد سنجيده شد. تحليل انجام شده نشان داد كه رابطه زيادي بين متن اصلي و متن ترجمه‌ي شده وجود دارد و متن ترجمه شده صد در صد كارکرد و كارايي متن اصلي را نشان نمي دهد. افرز ان میزان گفت كه ترجمه‌ي متن در حد مناسب بوده است.

کلید واژه‌ها: نشانگرهاي ربطي، نشانگرهاي چسبندگي، نشانگرهاي انفعالي، عبارات

اشارات